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INTRODUCTION
Project Criteria and Requirements
Condition 6 of the Pueblo County 1041 permit for the Southern Delivery System (SDS) stipulates
that in order to mitigate the impacts of SDS to Fountain Creek in Pueblo County, Colorado
Springs Utilities will pay fifty million dollars ($50,000,000) to the Fountain Creek Watershed,
Flood Control and Greenway District (District). Condition 6 further states that the District may
use these funds provided by Colorado Springs Utilities “for one or more new projects in the
Fountain Creek Watershed between Colorado Springs and the Arkansas River confluence in
Pueblo that create a significant and not merely incidental benefit to Fountain Creek within
Pueblo County for improvement of water quality, for flood control, or for prevention of erosion
and sedimentation” (Pueblo County SDS 1041 Permit).
The Monetary Mitigation Fund Advisory Committee (MMFAC) is convened by the District to
conduct technical investigations and analysis on facilities and projects for which Monetary
Mitigation funds (MMF) provided through Condition 6 of the Pueblo County SDS 1041 Permit will
be used. As such the Committee is tasked with developing a 10-year Capital Improvements Plan
(CIP) to ensure MMF are allocated consistent with the Condition 6 terms in the Pueblo County
SDS 1041 Permit. This CIP aims to capture the recommended projects for the 2019 budget year
and serve as the foundation for further development of the 10-year CIP.

Funding
Colorado Springs Utilities shall make payments annually in equal installments of ten million
dollars ($10,000,000) on January 15th beginning the year following completion and
commencement of water deliveries through the SDS Pipeline from Pueblo Reservoir to
Colorado Springs, less any advance payments, plus any accrued indexed amount for each of the
four years thereafter. The first payment was made to the District on May 19, 2016, with the
second payment made on January 15, 2017 and the third payment made on January 12, 2018.
Further, the committee shall prepare recommendations regarding the need for, and use of,
additional funding for the District to continue implementing flood, water quality, erosion, and
sediment control projects beyond MMF.

Cycle for CIP Review
Although the MMFAC is tasked with a 10-year CIP, the committee recognizes that Fountain
Creek is a dynamic system, and priority projects can shift in rank, or change as new projects
emerge, due to 1) flooding damages that may create an emergency condition, 2) matching
funds that make a project more cost effective, or 3) additional data is developed that informs
better decision making. For example, current and future studies for flood control, water
quality, sedimentation, or project effectiveness may help to inform the MMFAC in future
decision-making processes. As such, this plan specifically recommends three projects for 2019
and the roadmap for future annual review and recommendations that shall be submitted in
September of each year, or such other time that work sessions are scheduled, to consider the
District’s proposed annual budget.
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Adoption of the CIP
The MMFAC shall be advisory to the District Board (Board), and therefore, has only
recommending authority. The MMFAC will coordinate with the Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) and the Citizen Advisory Group (CAG), and report to the Board at regular meetings on
proposed project priorities, budget, and other recommendations during the development of
the CIP. Recommendations for project implementation and use of funding shall be advisory
until adoption of the CIP by the District Board.

PRIORITIZATION PROCESS
Project Rating and Tiered Criteria
Projects are selected based on criteria developed from the Pueblo County SDS 1041 permit
conditions and other District documents, studies, and plans. Pursuant to Condition 6 of the SDS
1041 permit, acceptable projects may include:
1. Those projects that have been identified by the United States Corps of Engineers
(“Corps”) as high priority erosion, sedimentation, or flood control projects in a formal
Corps recommendation for Fountain Creek;
2. Erosion, sedimentation, flood control, or water quality improvement projects identified
as part of the Fountain Creek Corridor Restoration Master Plan;
3. Any other sedimentation and erosion control, flood control including a dam or dams,
or stream improvement project that is found to be acceptable by the District.
The process for prioritizing projects included a two-phased approach. The first phase involved
technical assessments of the Fountain Creek Corridor to include the Watershed Assessment for
River Stability and Sediment Supply (WARSSS) and a recent Flood Control Alternatives Study.
The WARSSS technical study was conducted by Matrix Design Group Inc. and the Flood Control
Alternatives Study was completed by Stantec (formerly MWH).
The WARSSS is used to assess the suspended and bed load sediment within the watershed of
Fountain Creek. A Reconnaissance Level Assessment (RLA) was used to review sediment
sources associated to stream bank stability, channel aggradation/degradation, riparian
condition, and hydrologic processes. The RLA concluded with identification of specific problem
areas that required further analysis to detail the type, location, and extent of stability or
erosion potential for sediment sources. The initial findings identified 215 potential areas of
sediment source and/or bank stability risk. Matrix developed scoring criteria for a qualitative
review of sediment sources and problem areas to build an initial list of priority projects. Not all
the criteria corresponded with Condition 6 terms; however, Matrix was able to provide the list
and ranking template to the MMFAC for further refinement. Matrix’s Fountain Creek RLA
prioritization scoring is provided in Table 1. The project list developed through Matrix’s work
was re-sorted by the MMFAC using only the scoring criteria considered to be consistent with
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Condition 6 of the SDS 1041 Permit. These categories included those for Estimated Erosion
Rates, Bank Vegetation Cover, Water Erosion Potential, and Risk to Infrastructure located in
Pueblo County. Scoring criteria not considered by the MMFAC are indicated in Table 1. Based
on the results of the sorting process, 27 high priority projects were identified for additional
evaluation. See Table 2 for the list of high priority projects based on the adjusted scores and resorting performed by the MMFAC.
The District has additionally funded several studies to evaluate flood control alternatives on
Fountain Creek. These studies have evaluated alternatives that may best protect agricultural,
commercial, and residential lands, and aquatic and riparian habitats along Fountain Creek while
avoiding water rights injury. Potential projects have been, and will continue to be, evaluated
on their ability to meet flow management objectives such as control peak flood discharge and
excessive sediment transport while simultaneously meeting non-consumptive objectives. The
Phase 1 “Appraisal Level” evaluation identified issues associated with implementing various
project scenarios including permitting concerns, landowner impacts, sediment management,
ability to use conservation storage, impacts to ecosystem functions, and costs. Phase 2 of the
flood control study is the “Feasibility Study”, which selected the Floodplain Management
Alternative as the preferred alternative and set the stage for the execution of the process for
implementation of flood control facilities, multi-use facilities, and/or stream management
alternatives along the Fountain Creek corridor. A discussion of the Flood Control Feasibility
Study is presented beginning on page 14 of this document. The MMFAC will consider flood
control projects recommended to be implemented using Monetary Mitigation Funds.
Lastly, a primary District objective regarding water quality is documented in the Fountain Creek
Restoration Master Plan. As part of the District’s and MMFAC considerations, water quality
best management practices should be a part of every Fountain Creek project. Instability in
Fountain Creek can increase sediment and pollutant loads such as nutrients and selenium,
among other constituents. Several studies and ongoing data collection for water quality in the
Fountain Creek Watershed are conducted by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and
will be incorporated in the evaluation of projects when representative data is available.
Additionally, organizations working in Fountain Creek, such as Arkansas Fountain Coalition for
Urban River Evaluation (AF CURE) have collaboratively monitored and evaluated Fountain Creek
water quality. Several work products from AF CURE, including the Fountain Creek E. coli
Watershed Plan and Nutrient Modeling will be incorporated when appropriate to evaluate
project benefits to water quality. A discussion of Water Quality is presented beginning on page
19 of this document.
Table 1. WARSSS Prioritization Scoring

Category
Estimated Erosion Rates (tons
per year)

Max
Score
15

Notes

Based on an estimate of 1 ton of
sediment per foot of creek bank per
year; *Natural Breaks (Jenks)
5

Rational
Magnitude of
the problem

Classification; <= 16,225 = 5, > 16,225
and <= 55,088 = 10, > 55,088 = 15
Bank Vegetation Cover
Water Erosion Potential

15
15

*Ownership
15

Risk to Infrastructure
15
*Proximity to Point of Diversion
15

*Current Adjacent Land Use

Relative bank vegetation cover based
on most recent aerial; Higher = 5,
Moderate = 10, Lower = 15
Based on soil Kw values from the USACE
FCWS; Slight = 5; Moderate = 10; Severe
= 15
Based on most recent parcel data;
Private = 5, Private/Public = 10;
Public/Existing Relationship (Barr Farm,
Frost Ranch, Masciantonio Trust,
Greenview Trust, Hanna Ranches, Jane
Green) = 15
Based on proximity to infrastructure
(points of diversion not considered);
Lower Risk = 0, Moderate Risk = 5,
Higher Risk: Private/Public Non-Building
= 10; Higher Risk: Building or Public
Roadway = 15
Based on upstream proximity to Point
of Diversion (active and surface flow);
>= 1/2 Mile = 0; < 1/2 Mile and >= 1/4
Mile = 5; < 1/4 Mile and >= 500 feet =
10; < 500 feet = 15
Based on an inspection of the most
recent aerial photo and intended to be
a measurement of encroachment;
Native = 0; Agricultural = 3;
Industrial/Commercial = 6; Residential =
10

Susceptibility
Susceptibility

Ease of
implementation

Safety

Economic
importance

10
WARSSS criteria
Total Maximum score
100
* Categories not considered in final project sorting by the MMFAC. The categories were removed
leaving 60 total maximum points for ranking.

Table 2. Top Sediment and Erosion Control Projects Based on the Adjusted Scoring of the MMFAC.

EP091
PC078

Private - Frost Livestock CO and BJ Ranches LLC - Frost Wall
Private - Barr Robert C & Barbara S - Barr Fam N.

EP017
PC081
PC042
PC082
PC025

Private - Durbin Charles L and Fountain Business Park LLC; Public - El Paso County
(Fountain Creek Regional Park)
Private - Barr Robert C & Barbara S (Barr Farm Other)
Private - Hornet Land CO LLC (near Pueblo City limits)
Public - Easement; Private - Barr Robert C & Barbara S (Barr Farm South)
Private - Kochiovelos Trifon D (near Greenview Trust)
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EP098
PC098
PC003
PC090
PC086
PC080
PC057
PC115
PC053
EP005
EP067
PC002
PC005
PC007
PC017
PC027
PC033
PC034
PC037
PC045

Private - Hinson Ravonda and BJ Ranches LLC (BJ Ranches near County Line)
Private - Various Owners (Todd Properties)
Private - Masciantonio Family Trust (Phase 2)
Private - Greenview Trust
Private - Greenview Trust and Hancock Larry D & Frances A (Hancock near Greenview Trust)
Private - Barr Robert C & Barbara S (Barr Farm Other)
Private - T Cross Properties LLC - near County line
Public - City of Pueblo (11th St.)
Public - City of Pueblo (13th St)
Public - CDOT ROW (I-25 near Venetucci Farm)
Private - Jansen Richard & Catherine E and W Missouri Ave ROW
Private - Various Owners
Private - Masciantonio Family Trust
Private - Masciantonio Family Trust
Public – County off Pueblo; Private - Pueblo Springs LLC and Urenda Pete
Private - A Dobe Farm LLC and Kochiovelos Trifon D
Private - Hayden Howard Corwin III
Private - Hayden Howard Corwin III
Private - Various Owners
Public - City of Pueblo

The next step for the MMFAC involved preparing project criteria to compare each project for
applicability to meet Condition 6 of the Pueblo County SDS 1041 permit, and qualitatively
assess the relative benefit to Pueblo County. The MMFAC developed a table and score sheet
based on two levels of criteria. The Tier I criteria was organized with 3 criteria to evaluate if a
project would solely meet requirements of Condition 6 in the SDS 1041 permit. Other project
considerations were listed as Tier II Criteria and represent project benefits that could elevate a
Tier 1 rank. For example, if one Tier 1 project brought additional funding partners, improved
riparian habitat, and made a trail connection, it would garner additional points over a project
that just meets Tier 1 Criteria. An outline for the Tiered Criteria is provided below in Table 3.

Table 3. Tier I and Tier II Project Criteria

Tier 1 - Criteria
Project satisfies one or more of the following criteria per SDS 1041 permit
terms.
Water Quality
Improves Water Quality (Sediment)
Improves Water Quality Constituents of Concern
Flooding
Reduces Flooding Risk
Improves Floodplain Connectivity
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Protects Life and Property
Addresses Potential Loss of Public Infrastructure (in Pueblo County)
Impacts to Water Rights are Resolved (for detention related projects only)
Feasibility to Protect Infrastructure in Place is Better Than Cost of
Relocating
FC Stability
Addresses Erosion and Sedimentation
Address Sediment Source
Protect Streams with Unchanged Hydrology
Tier 2 - Criteria
Environment and Habitat (4 pts max)
Improves habitat quality or rehabilitates native vegetation
Protects high quality ecological systems
Wetland and/or oxbow restoration
Establishes riparian corridor connection
Project Partners (4 pts max)
Additional funding partners
Provides opportunity to partner on project implementation
Recreation (4 pts max)
Provides creek access opportunity
Provides regional trail connectivity
Provides new recreational facilities
Plan Relevance (2 pts max)
Project identified in Fountain Creek Corridor Master Plan
Projects identified in Army Corps of Engineers study for flood control,
erosion, and sedimentation
Sediment, erosion, or flood control found acceptable by District
Rate of return for dollars spent for sediment removed
Other Criteria (2 pts max)
Holistic solution - connectivity v. remote small sites
Feasibility
Public Interest
Benefits X# of communities/stakeholders
Other Benefits to Pueblo County (4 pts max)
TBD

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following section outlines capital improvement projects for 2018 and 2019 with additional
recommendations on updating the project schedule annually as new data or studies can be evaluated,
addressing emergency projects, incorporating lessons learned and considerations regarding operations
and maintenance.
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2018 Project List
Barr Farm
Several erosion control projects are located on Barr Farm. The MMFAC recommended
addressing the area with the highest sediment loading (PC081) and combining it with an
adjacent project (PC082) in 2018 in order to provide an economy of scale for construction
activities, including but not limited to reducing the number of times the District goes through
permitting and developing access easements, and reducing the cost of mobilizing contractors
multiple times in the same vicinity.
Pinon Bridge
Bank slumping, damage to embankment protection, high risk of streambed movement and
debris aggradation put a critical transportation structure in Pueblo County at risk. The MMFAC
recommended a project in 2018 to reduce flooding, limit channel migration, and improve bank
protection.
Pueblo Projects
Continuing stabilization in Pueblo City limits to include 13th Street and 11th Street projects
would give the most protection to the recent dredging work. For areas immediately
downstream from Highway 47, the MMFAC recommended in 2018 combining several projects
identified through WARSSS (PC053, PC054, PC055, PC115, PC116) to address issues in close
proximity. Grouping projects will help realize construction related efficiencies, protect
investments in stabilization work at Highway 47, and promote a holistic approach to addressing
a reach of the creek and not just points within the reach.
Table 4. Capital Improvement Plan 2018 Project List.

Project
Number
PC017
PC053, 054,
055, 115, 116
PC081, 082

Fountain Creek Watershed Flood Control and Greenway District
Capital Improvement Projects - 2018
Project Name
Score Erosion
Cost
Schedule
Rate
(tons/yr)
Pinon Bridge
9,242
Design Spring 2018;
Construction Fall 2018
Pueblo Projects
15,474
$190k – grant Design – upon grant or
$200k – MMF May 2018;
(Design Only) Construction 2019
Barr Farm
53,616
Design Fall 2018;
Construction Fall 2018

2019 Evaluated Project list
The MMFAC considered the projects identified in Table 5 as candidate 2019 projects. The 2019
CIP formulation began in April 2018 and potential projects were discussed at each meeting
leading up to the August 21, 2018 meeting where final 2019 project recommendations were
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determined. Public participation was encouraged at the meetings and members of the public
spoke at the meetings in support of projects that were being considered as well as issues of
concern in the Fountain Creek corridor.
The projects were evaluated as both Erosion and Sedimentation and Floodplain Management
projects. In addition to physical projects, the MMFAC considered an engineering study to
assess the Fountain Creek corridor to identify potential locations of Floodplain Management
projects. The objectives of this study are to compile a GIS database which contains potential
project locations for restoring the natural function of Fountain Creek through the techniques
outlined by the Floodplain Management Alternative. The study extent will be from south of the
Colorado Springs city limits, where Sand Creek joins Fountain Creek, downstream to the
confluence with the Arkansas River in Pueblo. A series of tools, and the best available data, will
be used to generate the project database. Maps and a technical report will summarize the
findings. While a formal ranking and prioritization of all possible project areas is out of the
scope of this work, the study will make recommendations on a feasible implementation
strategy and provide a prioritized ranking of the top 25 high priority projects. All other projects
will be categorized as medium high, medium, medium low and low in priority.
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Table 5. Capital Improvement Plan 2019 Evaluated Project List
EVALUATED FOR 2019 PROJECTS
21-Aug-18

T-CROSS RANCH PROJECTS
PROJECT NO
EP044
PC001

ER
11,501
2,271

BL
1,438
1,024

SCORE
48
50

RANK
MH
MH

COST/FT
$2,500
$2,000

$3,595,000
$2,048,000

COST

MH
MH
MH
M
L
MH
ML
MH
MH
MH
MH

$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$2,000
$500
$1,500
$750
$1,500
$1,500
$2,000
$1,500

$2,350,500
$3,412,500
$2,859,000
$2,876,000
$666,500
$4,018,500
$345,750
$480,000
$2,026,500
$660,000
$1,750,500

COST/TON
$313
$902

13th STREET TO HY 47 PROJECTS
PC052
PC114
PC051
PC113
PC050
PC112
PC049
PC048
PC047
PC111
PC110
TOTAL

4,702
9,100
7,624
27,778
5,332
13,395
3,087
1,921
5,403
8,249
4,670
91,261

1,567
2,275
1,906
1,438
1,333
2,679
461
320
1,351
330
1,167
14,827

COMBINED COST
40
45
40
48
30
40
35
45
45
45
40

$21,445,750

$500
$375
$375
$104
$125
$300
$112
$250
$375
$80
$375
$235

$17,156,600

C. COST/TON
($312)
($187)
($187)
$84
$63
($112)
$76
($62)
($187)
$108
($187)
$188

$6,272,000

$25
($80)
($130)
$120

BARR FARM PROJECTS
PC078
PC079
PC080
TOTAL

27,284
19,758
5,156
52,198

1,299
1,976
645

63
63
58

H
H
H

$2,598,000
$3,952,000
$1,290,000

$2,000
$2,000
$2,000

3,920

$7,840,000

$95
$200
$250
$150

$1,014,000

$62

OVERTON ROAD PROJECT
PC070

16,225

1,014

60

H

$1,000

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES STUDY

$107,616

2019 Recommended Project list
Overton Road
Bank slumping, damage to embankment protection, streambed movement and debris
aggradation caused Overton Road to wash out and be relocated to the east in 2015. The
MMFAC recommended project PC070 in 2019 to limit channel migration, reduce sediment
loading and improve bank protection at this location.
Barr Farm
Several erosion control projects are located on Barr Farm. The MMFAC recommended
combining projects PC078, PC079 and PC080 in 2019 in order to provide an economy of scale
for construction activities, including but not limited to reducing the number of times the District
goes through permitting and developing access easements, and reducing the cost of mobilizing
contractors multiple times in the same vicinity. The projects complement the projects started
in 2018 and provide 8000 feet of Floodplain Management improvements to Fountain Creek as
well as significant erosion control.
Floodplain Management Opportunities Study
The Fountain Creek Corridor Restoration Master Plan (Master Plan), published in 2011,
identified as one of its goals to improve watershed health by reducing erosion, sedimentation,
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and flooding. A main objective of projects identified in the Master Plan was to increase the
access and visibility of Fountain Creek to the public, thereby increasing Fountain Creek’s value
in the community as something worth protecting. The 2017 Fountain Creek WARSSS Study
analyzed the contributing factors that lead to sediment pollution, sediment yield, and channel
stability and instability prioritizing a list of 215 banks where mitigation efforts would reduce
sediment sources and improve water quality and channel stability. The 2018 Fountain Creek
Flood Control Study (FCFCS) evaluated alternatives for reducing flooding. The recommended
plan, Floodplain Management, incorporates several of the conservation techniques identified in
the Master Plan and adds others. These techniques include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reconnecting the channel to the floodplain to improve the flood reduction function of the
natural floodplain;
Restoring and preserving wetlands/riparian zones;
Installing grade control structures to reduce channel downcutting;
Creek realignment to restore natural shape and form with the added benefit of slowing the
flood wave;
Stabilizing eroding banks through bank protection, regrading, and revegetation;
Stabilizing high sediment producing tributaries and watershed areas;
Purchasing property for open space;
Establishing conservation easements;
Maximizing the floodplain benefits through excavating side detention areas.

Building off the work completed by previous efforts, a comprehensive GIS analysis is needed to
identify areas where these techniques can be applied to restore and enhance the natural functions
of Fountain Creek.
Table 6. Capital Improvement Plan 2019 Recommended Project List

Project
Number
PC070
PC078, PC
079, PC080

Fountain Creek Watershed Flood Control and Greenway District
Capital Improvement Projects - 2019
Project Name
Score
Erosion
Cost
Schedule
Rate
(tons/yr)
Overton Road
60
16,225
$1,014,000
Design Spring 2019;
Construction Fall
2019
Barr Farm Projects 63,63,58
52,198
$6,272,000
Design January 2019;
Construction Summer
2019
Floodplain
$107,616
Start January 2019;
Management
Complete June 2019
Opportunities
Study
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Annual Project Review Process and Yearly Updates
The CIP will be reviewed annually by the MMFAC to formulate recommendations by September
of each year. As previously mentioned, recommendations will be reviewed and approved by
the District Board concurrently with the Board’s consideration of the annual budget. As
Fountain Creek data and studies become available, the MMFAC will consider the findings in
order to rank projects and adjust CIP implementation schedules accordingly. To illustrate, the
WARSSS study was used to identify 2019 projects based on the 27 high priority projects in Table
2 as well as other projects recommended for consideration by Committee members and the
public. Table 2 will serve as the list for potential CIP erosion and sedimentation projects for
subsequent years; however, it may be updated and/or modified in future years as more
information becomes available and other studies for Floodplain Management opportunities and
Water Quality improvement become available. A recommendation for 2020 projects will be
brought to the Board in September of 2019. As a living document this will be an annual cycle,
with future revisions incorporating lessons learned and addition data associated with Fountain
reek condition assessments.

Process for Emergency Projects
Should an unanticipated emergency event occur, such as a flood, that causes or threatens to
cause property damage or create a threat to human health or safety which must be addressed
in an immediate manner utilizing monetary mitigation funds previously allocated for approved
or listed projects, the MMFAC shall confer and reach agreement promptly on any required
postponement or modification to the priorities in the CIP and present them to the District
Board at the following, regularly scheduled Board meeting. Follow up by the MMFAC to the
TAC and CAG will be made as needed to keep them informed of the changes.

Funding Backlog Needs
Under current resource constraints, the District Executive Director manages approximately 3-4
projects each year culminating in about $4 - $5M in expenditures. Although the MMFAC has
identified 27 potential CIP projects, the WARSSS study described over 200 erosion,
sedimentation and bank stability risks within the corridor. Furthermore, the Flood Control
Study has identified $270M in need to implement flood control alternatives.
The role of the MMFAC is to recommend appropriate expenditure of the $50M associated with
the SDS 1041 Permit, Condition 6 monetary mitigation funds. In consideration of all the
potential projects and flood control alternatives there is an obvious need that outweighs the
current funding. In addition to finding sustainable funding for the District, the Board and
Executive Director will need to seek supplemental funding through grants and partnerships to
fully implement the District’s vision.

Incorporating Lessons Learned
The MMFAC members agrees that it will be imperative for the District to incorporate lessons
learned into project standards as a means to improve project delivery and overall success. The
13

MMFAC will consider lessons learned on an annual basis or as they become available to better
inform recommendations.
The MMFAC recognizes the importance of being able to evaluate project performance and use
the information to better inform future recommendations. As such, the committee
recommends that the Executive Director and Board institute performance metrics into
engineering and construction standards and contracts. The standards will allow for the
Executive Director, Board and TAC to investigate failures and/or evaluate the overall function
and results of a project. At a minimum, performance metrics should be based on the MMFAC’s
Tier 1 Criteria and could be further defined by Tier 2 criteria as it fits to a specific project.
Ideally further refinement of any performance metrics will be a requirement of the design
package to be continued through contracting, construction and the warranty period.

Operations and Maintenance
Maintenance of facilities typically includes, but is not limited to, removal of debris and
sediment, and repair work to restore or maintain serviceability. Maintenance generally occurs
on an annual or cyclical schedule, depending on the facility type. However, without
maintenance, constructed improvements can become unsightly liabilities and may decrease in
effectiveness over time while increasing the potential for eventual failure.
The MMFAC recommends the Board and Executive Director assess the following needs for longterm operations and maintenance of capital assets constructed with mitigation funds,
including:
•
•
•

•

Funding for regular condition assessments to evaluate maintenance need.
Developing a long-term maintenance schedule as part of each project design package.
Identifying capital replacement or protection funding to protect MMF constructed
facilities. The need may arise to protect, or repair constructed assets. A policy may
need to be implemented to allow for mitigation funds to be used for repairs that would
prove more cost effective than replacement of facilities.
Building capacity with a sustainable unencumbered funding source for the District to
conduct maintenance on facilities.

FLOOD CONTROL
The Fountain Creek Watershed, Flood Control and Greenway District performed a Needs
Assessment of Flood Control Alternatives for the Fountain Creek Corridor. It consists of a
feasibility-level evaluation of potential flood remediation projects selected to address flooding
problems in the section of Fountain Creek between Colorado Springs and the Fountain Creek
confluence with the Arkansas River. It is Phase 2 of an evaluation of Fountain Creek flood
control options that began with Phase 1 – Appraisal-Level Evaluation of Flood Control Options
on Fountain Creek that was completed in January 2017. The project design objective is to
14

mitigate 100-year flooding along Fountain Creek in the leveed sections through Pueblo while
preventing injury to decreed water rights in the Arkansas River Basin and, if possible, providing
other multipurpose benefits.

Phase 1 Overview
The starting point of the Phase 2 Feasibility Study of Fountain Creek flood control alternatives
was the Phase 1 study prepared by the District. The Phase 1 study compared pros and cons of
the following four alternatives:
• Single-purpose mainstem dam on Fountain Creek for flood control only; alignments relocating
or protecting I-25 and railroad infrastructure
• Multi-purpose mainstem dam on Fountain Creek for flood control, recreation, and other
benefits; alignments relocating or protecting I-25 and railroad infrastructure
• Ten single-purpose side (off-channel) detention basins between Colorado Springs and Pueblo
• Single large side (off-channel) detention basin between Colorado Springs and Pueblo
The outcome of Phase 1 was a relative comparison of these alternatives based on a range of
technical, environmental, social and economic criteria. This analysis was the starting point for
evaluating alternatives carried forward in the Phase 2 study.

Stakeholder Process
Selection and evaluation of alternatives and ultimately selection of the recommended
alternative was driven by a Stakeholder Group formed specifically for this project. The
Stakeholder Group was comprised of over 20 members representing political bodies, utilities,
water users, environmental groups, and landowners. The stakeholder process involved the
following steps:
1. Develop “context statement” outlining the project mission and objectives
2. Identify core values and critical issues
3. Select evaluation criteria
4. Screen alternatives to select those warranting further study
5. Evaluate alternatives based on the selected criteria
6. Select recommended alternative

Alternative Screening Analysis
A screening analysis was performed to short-list alternatives to be evaluated further in the
study. The Stakeholder Group considered the Phase 1 alternatives plus a Floodplain
15

Management Alternative in the screening process. The project scope called for selecting three
alternatives plus a No Action Alternative for further analysis. Based on the available data and
discussion, the Stakeholder Group selected the following alternatives for further study.
• Mainstem Single-Purpose Dam – Protect Infrastructure Alternative (Mainstem Dam
Alternative)
• Single Side Detention Basin Alternative (Off-Channel Dam Alternative)
• Floodplain Management Alternative

Alternative Evaluation
The Technical Team and Stakeholder Group evaluated each of the short-listed Fountain Creek
flood control alternatives using quantitative, qualitative and narrative criteria. Rather than
ranking alternatives with a numerical scoring system, a relative” good-better-best” ranking
process was used. The Stakeholder Group and Technical Team compared the performance of
each alternative against the criteria, either using a quantitative measure or a qualitative
assessment, and determined which of the alternatives performed best, second best, or worst.
In some cases, the “best” alternative still would not satisfy all the Stakeholder Group
preferences, but it performed better than the other alternatives. Similarly, the “worst”
alternative could have many positive attributes when evaluated against a given criterion, but
the other alternatives perform better. The results of the relative ranking process were depicted
by colored cells in the evaluation matrix. Green indicates the best performing alternative,
yellow the next best, and white the lowest performing alternative. This scheme allows for easy
observation of the alternatives that give the best performance against the criteria selected for
the evaluation. Based on the results of the evaluation process, the following statements were
developed by the Stakeholder Group and Technical Team to summarize the findings.
• The Mainstem Dam Alternative is the only option that would meet the peak flow reduction
criteria, and provide the highest level of protection to downstream flood-prone areas and
population in Pueblo.
• The Mainstem Dam Alternative would pose the greatest risk of unintended consequences in
transferring risks to downstream areas.
• The Floodplain Management Alternative would have the greatest potential for recovering
flood management function quickly after a major flood.
• The Floodplain Management Alternative is the only alternative that would promote use of
natural processes in a significant way.
• All three alternatives would have similar ranges of potential implementation costs
(permitting, design, and construction).
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• The Mainstem Dam Alternative would provide the greatest flood management benefits for
the cost (best benefit-cost factor).
• All three alternatives would present significant maintenance challenges, although the
Mainstem Dam Alternative would have the potential to require the most ongoing O&M.
• The Floodplain Management Alternative would have the least potential adverse impacts on
environmental resources, and in many cases could enhance environmental conditions in the
Fountain Creek corridor.
• The Floodplain Management Alternative would be the most permittable option.

• The Mainstem Dam Alternative would present the most significant permitting challenges.
• All alternatives would inundate over 500 acres. The Floodplain Management Alternative
would affect the fewest number of acres and parcels.
• In the absence of federal or state proponents for the Mainstem Dam Alternative and OffChannel Dam Alternative, it is unlikely the District could obtain outside funding for these
alternatives.
• All three alternatives would have very high construction costs and ongoing O&M
requirements relative to the level of funding currently available to the District.
• The cost of the flood management structures for all three alternatives would greatly exceed
the value of the property protected even when considering future development potential.
• All alternatives would require mitigation of impacts to downstream water rights holders. The
Mainstem Dam Alternative would have the greatest mitigation obligations.
• The Floodplain Management Alternative would provide multiple benefits that could help it
attract funding, political support, and stakeholder partners.
• Only the Floodplain Management Alternative could be phased and provide interim benefits
before it is completely implemented.
• The Off-Channel Dam Alternative would require the least amount of time for full
implementation.
Localized flood protection such as floodplain fill, flood barriers, raised embankments, better
drainage structures, etc. around Highway 47 and Highway 50 could be combined with the OffChannel Dam or Floodplain Management Alternative to meet the primary flood protection
objectives in Pueblo. These site-specific flood protection measures would be specifically
targeted to remove current developable land from the current 100-year floodplain.
The No Action Alternative represents conditions that would occur in the Fountain Creek
corridor absent implementation of any of the specific flood control alternatives described in
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this study or past studies of flood control options. Under No Action conditions, the area
included in the Fountain Creek 100-year floodplain would remain similar to the current
floodplain. The No Action Alternative was not evaluated by the Stakeholder Group in the same
manner as the other alternatives because it did not satisfy any of the Stakeholder Group’s
objectives for the Fountain Creek flood control project. Based on these findings, the
Stakeholder Group and Technical Team approved the following recommendation:
The Floodplain Management Alternative is the recommended flood management alternative for
Fountain Creek upstream of Pueblo as it provides multiple benefits in addition to flood
management, has general stakeholder support, and could attract outside funding for certain
components.

Recommended Plan
The Floodplain Management Alternative was based on the Fountain Creek Corridor Restoration
Master Plan (Master Plan), completed by the District in 2011. The types of proposed projects
involve conservation techniques such as:
• purchasing property for open space;
• establishing conservation easements;
• reconnecting the channel to the floodplain to improve the flood reduction function of the
natural floodplain;
• restore wetlands or create new wetlands to promote water quality improvements.
• preservation of wildlife habitat;
• preserving riparian buffer zones; and
• maximizing the floodplain benefits through excavating side detention areas.
Other projects identified in the Master Plan and the subsequent Fountain Creek Corridor
Watershed Assessment of River Stability and Sediment Supply (WARSSS) Study completed in
March 2017 focused on addressing sediment transport and flooding concerns. Types of projects
in this category include:
• slowing the flow in Fountain Creek by increasing the sinuosity, thereby lengthening the creek;
• installing grade control structures to reduce channel downcutting;
• stabilizing eroding banks through regrarding and revegetation;
• stabilizing high sediment producing tributaries and watershed areas; and
• diverting flood flows into wetlands and side detention areas.
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The Floodplain Management Alternative expands on the Master Plan by adding three to six side
detention basins identified in the 10 Side Detention Basins Alternative from Phase 1 to improve
its flood control benefits.
The estimated cost of the floodplain management projects is $180 - $240 million.

WATER QUALITY
Water is essential to human life and the health of the environment. As a valuable natural
resource, it comprises marine, estuarine, freshwater (river and lakes) and groundwater
environments that stretch across coastal and inland areas. Water has two dimensions that are
closely linked: quantity and quality. Water quality is commonly defined by its physical,
chemical, biological and aesthetic (appearance and smell) characteristics. A healthy
environment is one in which the water quality supports a rich and varied community of
organisms and protects public health.
This diagram illustrates the variety of physical processes related to the movement and storage
of water within the environment.

Water resources are of major environmental, social and economic value, and if water quality
becomes degraded this resource will lose its value. Water quality is important not only to
protect public health: water provides ecosystem habitats, is used for farming, fishing and
mining, and contributes to recreation and tourism.
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If water quality is not maintained, it is not just the environment that will suffer. The commercial
and recreational value of water resources will also diminish.
Water quality influences the way in which communities use the water for activities such as
drinking, swimming or commercial purposes. More specifically, the water may be used for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

supplying drinking water
recreation (swimming, boating)
irrigating crops and watering stock
industrial processes
production of edible fish, shellfish and crustaceans
protection of aquatic ecosystems
wildlife habitats
scientific study and education.

Water quality is closely linked to the surrounding environment and land use. Other than in its
vapor form, water is never pure and is affected by community uses such as agriculture, urban
and industrial use, and recreation. The modification of natural stream flows by dams and weirs
can also degrade water quality. However, water quality may improve downstream, behind
dams and weirs, at points where tributaries or better-quality groundwater enter the main
stream, and in wetlands.
The weather can have a major impact on water quality, particularly in a dry region which is
periodically affected by droughts.
Groundwater is a major source of water, with reserves estimated to be 200 times more than
the water in dams. Groundwater is an integral part of our water supply. At times of low stream
flow, groundwater enters the streams, maintaining stream flow. Although data on groundwater
quality is limited, it is clear that, like other bodies of water, groundwater close to urban or
industrial development is vulnerable to contamination.
Generally, the water quality of streams is best in the headwaters, where rainfall is often
abundant. Water quality frequently declines as streams flow through regions where land and
water use are intense and pollution from intensive agriculture, towns, industry and recreation
areas increases.
Streams frequently act as conduits for pollutants by collecting and carrying wastewater from
catchments and, ultimately, discharging it into the ocean. Stormwater, which can also carry
heavy loads of nutrients, organic matter and pollutants, finds its way into rivers and oceans,
mostly via the stormwater drainage network. Water quality may also be affected by bacteria
from sewer overflows or other runoff into stormwater drains.
The presence of contaminants and the characteristics of water are used to indicate the quality
of water. These water quality indicators can be categorized as:
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•
•
•
•
•

Biological: bacteria, algae
Physical: temperature, turbidity and clarity, color, salinity, suspended solids, dissolved
solids
Chemical: pH, dissolved oxygen, biological oxygen demand, nutrients (including nitrogen
and phosphorus), organic and inorganic compounds (including toxicants)
Aesthetic: odors, taints, color, floating matter
Radioactive: alpha, beta and gamma radiation emitters.

Measurements of these indicators can be used to determine, and monitor changes in, water
quality, and determine whether it is suitable for the health of the natural environment and the
uses for which the water is required.
The design of water quality monitoring programs is a complex and specialized field. The range
of indicators that can be measured is wide and other indicators may be adopted in the future.
The cost of a monitoring program to assess them all would be prohibitive, so resources are
usually directed towards assessing contaminants that are important for the local environment
or for a specific use of the water.
This water quality information can then be used to develop management programs and action
plans to ensure that water quality is protected.
An ecosystem is a community of organisms – plants, animals, fungi and bacteria – interacting
with one another and the environment in which they live. Protecting aquatic ecosystems is in
many ways as important as maintaining water quality, for the following reasons:
•

•
•

Aquatic ecosystems are an integral part of our environment. They need to be maintained if
the environment is to continue to support people. World conservation strategies stress the
importance of maintaining healthy ecosystems and genetic diversity.
Aquatic ecosystems play an important role in maintaining water quality and are a valuable
indicator of water quality and the suitability of the water for other uses.
Aquatic ecosystems are valuable resources. Aquatic life is a major source of protein for
humans. In most countries, commercial and sport fishing is economically important.

There are many steps that can be taken to improve the water quality of our streams, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

control farm contaminants
plant trees on hills and near streams to reduce land run-off
remove or mitigate possible limiting factors, which will prevent natural recovery of the area
in the short and long term e.g. point source discharges or farm effluent
manage stock more efficiently e.g. by fencing off streams and waterways to reduce direct
water contamination
take care when applying fertilizers and pesticides
be aware of water table depth and avoid overusing water in dry seasons
retire land from unsuitable uses or change land uses (e.g. pasture to forest)
careful planning of urban growth and subdivisions so that they have minimal impact on
neighboring waterways
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•

continued control or removal of invasive species or pests.

There are other established processes to coordinate water quality management programs
across Government agencies that the Fountain Creek Watershed, Flood Control and Greenway
District should consider in its Water Quality Program, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

providing information to the public on the quality of water
developing environmental education programs
supporting total catchment management programs, as well as providing financial resources
to communities through grants programs.
developing pollution reduction programs to prevent water pollution
working with the community to tackle difficult water quality problems, such as stormwater
pollution and urban runoff
working together with other government agencies to develop and implement effective
water quality management strategies.
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APPENDIX I
AUTHORIZED PROJECTS
2017 - 2018
COMPLETED PROJECTS
COST/TON
200

ACTUAL COST
$1,655,346

ACTUAL COST/TN
121

154
94
188
250
83
166
167
162

$4,393,031

144

$2,410,000

29
62
45

$668,800
$1,259,200
$1,928,000

24
50
36

MASCIANTONIO
PC003

ER
13,653

BH
10

BL
1,365

SCORE
58

RANK
H

COST/FT
$2,000

$2,730,000

HY 47
PC109
PC108
PC107
PC106
PC046
PCO45
PC044
TOTAL

3,255
5,582
742
7,633
4,149
2,686
6,422
30,469

13
8
4
4
9
9
9

250
698
186
1,908
461
298
714
4,515

66
35
35
45
35
56
51

H
ML
ML
M
ML
MH
MH

$2,000
$750
$750
$1,000
$750
$1,500
$1,500

$500,000
$523,500
$139,500
$1,908,000
$345,750
$447,000
$1,071,000

836
787

60
70

COST

$4,934,750

PROJECTS IN DESIGN
BARR FARM
PC081
PC082
TOTAL

53,616

PINON BRIDGE
PC017

9,242

8

1,155

61

H

$2,000

$2,310,000

250

PUEBLO CHANNEL
PC053
PC054
PC055
PC115
PC116
TOTAL

2,273
1,714
3,778
3,072
4,637
15,474

8
4
3
4
5

284
428
1,259
768
927
3,666

61
50
45
55
45

H
MH
M
MH
M

$2,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$568,000
$428,000
$1,259,000
$768,000
$927,000
$3,950,000

250
250
333
250
200
255

$3,160,000

204

GRAND TOTAL

122,454

$16,334,750

133

$13,446,377

110

28,427
25,189

34
32

H
H

$1,000
$2,000

1,623

12,324
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$836,000
$1,574,000

APPENDIX II
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